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 I 6 International journall of Ethics.

 THE FREEDOM OF ETHICAL FELLOWSHIP.

 IN a journal of theoretical and practical ethics it may be

 permitted to claim a place for an account of a group of so-

 cieties called ethical, and devoted to the advancement of

 ethical knowledge and practice.* The spirit of these societies

 is expressed in the caption of the present article. They offer

 to their members a moral fellowship or comradeship, the dis-

 tinctive mark of which is freedom; the word being used
 primarily in the negative sense to indicate the absence of any

 limitations of the fellowship to the professors of a particular

 creed, or the adherence to a particular metaphysical system,

 while there is at the same time an underlying reference to the

 positive content of the term " freedom," inasmuch as it is the
 belief of those who established the Ethical Societies that

 the broader fellowship which they contemplate will prove
 favorable to the larger scope and exercise of the moral faculty
 itself.

 Co-operation for moral ends is the aim of the societies.

 There is, indeed, one department of morals in which the co-

 operation of persons widely differing in religious opinion and

 belief has, to a large extent, already been secured,-namely,
 in " good works." The abatement of the controversial spirit

 in -theology and the softening of sectarian prejudices, in which

 our age rejoices, has brought about this happy result. It is,
 nowadays, no unusual thing to see Roman Catholics, Prot,
 estants of every denomination, Jews, and Freethinkers sit on
 the same charitable committees and unite in efforts to procure
 food for the indigent, to build hospitals for the sick, and, in
 what way soever, to relieve the needs of suffering humanity.

 * The substance of the following article was delivered in the form of an ad-
 dress to the students of Cornell University on May i9, i890.
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 The Freedom of Ethical Fellozwship. 17

 Thus far the lesson of universal brotherhood has been im-

 pressed.

 It is the aim of the Ethical Societies to extend the area of

 moral co-operation, so as to include a part, at least, of the

 inner moral life; to unite men of diverse opinions and beliefs

 in the common endeavor to explore the field of duty; to gain

 clearer perceptions of right and wrong; to study with thorough-

 going zeal the practical problems of social, political, and in-

 dividual ethics, and to embody the new insight in manners

 and institutions.

 Now, in view of the received opinion that a religious or

 philosophical doctrine of some kind is the only adequate basis

 for moral union, it will be necessary to explain and justify the

 position just announced in some detail. Let the reader put

 himself in the place of men who are sufficiently free from the

 influence of tradition to be willing to plan their lives anew;

 who are as ready to question current doctrines, with a view of

 testing their real value, as the inhabitants of a distant star

 suddenly descending upon earth might be conceived to be; and

 who, moreover, happen to be supremely interested in making

 the best of their lives, morally speaking. They are told that it

 is indispensable for them to adopt some form of faith if they

 would succeed in what they propose. But here two objections

 present themselves. First, no single form of faith is universally

 adopted, and there is even to be observed a tendency in modern

 society towards increased divergence in matters of belief. The

 sects are multiplying. On the other hand, there are good

 men in all the churches and outside the churches. No one

 will deny that there exist in the Catholic Church veritable
 saints,-that is, persons who lead really saintly lives. No one

 will doubt that men of admirable character are to be found in

 every one of the greater or lesser sects into which the Protes-

 tant camp is divided. And no one who is not utterly blinded by

 prejudice will gainsay that persons enamoured of the "beauty

 of holiness" are also to be found among Jews and Freethinkers.

 They are at present hindered by the circumvallations of sec-

 tarian opinion from coming into touch, from working with
 united force towards the ends which they all alike cherish. It is

 VOL. I.-No. I 2
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 necessary, therefore, in order to speed on these ends, to disre-

 gard the conflicting creeds. If the charitable work of society

 is better done because the most able and most zealous persons,

 regardless of sectarian divisions, combine to do it (and no one

 questions that this is so), is it not reasonable to expect that

 greater moral progress in other directions, too, would be
 achieved if all who love the right would help each other in

 the study and practice of it, no matter how they may disagree
 with respect to its ultimate sanctions? Moreover, since, in

 any community, the number of persons seriously and deeply

 interested in the ends of moral progress and capable of pro-

 moting them is small, it seems all the more intolerable that

 these few should be kept apart and estranged from one an-

 other. They should, rather, be brought together. The best

 men in every community should be formed into a coalition,

 so that their efficiency, both singly and collectively, may be

 increased, and that they may present a united front to the

 moral evils by which the very life of society is threatened.

 The same objection lies against the adoption of a philo-

 sophical formula, or set of formulas, as a basis of moral union.
 In the first place, there is no philosophical system which com-
 mands universal assent. Is any one hair-brained enough to

 suppose that he can propose one? If not, then we must
 choose, and whichever way our choice may fall out we shall
 hinder moral co-operation. Shall we adopt the philosophy

 of Kant? of Hegel ? of Schopenhauer? of Mill? of Spen-
 cer ? of Comte? To select any one of these would be tanta-

 mount to ruling out the adherents of all the rest. But there
 are excellent men, men whose moral co-operation is worth
 having, in each of the schools. Why, then, exclude them?
 Why weaken the small band of earnest workers by drawing
 the line of demarcation along the narrow boundaries of any

 metaphysical theory? To adopt a philosophical formula as
 the basis of union would be to proclaim ourselves a philosophi-
 cal sect; and a philosophical sect is the most contemptible of
 all sects, because the sectarian bias is most repugnant to the
 spirit of genuine philosophy. And there is yet another reason
 why it would be ill advised to build up a society-that is to
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 The Freedom of Ethical Fellowshikp. 19

 say, an institution-upon opinion as a foundation. Not only

 can we never be absolutely sure that our religious and philo-

 sophical opinions or convictions are the highest expression

 of truth attainable in our day, since many of our contempo-

 raries differ from us, but even if we possessed this certainty, it

 would still be a wrong and a hinderance to the further extension

 of truth, to raise above our opinions the superstructure of a

 social institution. For institutions in their nature are con-

 servative; they dare not, without imperilling their stability,

 permit a too frequent inspection or alteration of their founda-

 tions. Let us be careful, then, how we embed opinions, which

 require constant modification, in such foundations. The wealth

 and depth of spiritual insight would, no doubt, to-day be

 greater in the world if spiritual truths had been kept in the

 fluent state and had never been made the corner-stones of

 organized churches. It is a significant fact that the highest

 reaches of the religious life were ever attained in the early

 days of religions, before the visions of the seers had crystal-

 lized into hard and fast dogmas; or during epochs of reforma-

 tion, when the organized forms of creed and worship, till

 then prevalent, had been broken up and had not yet been re-

 placed by others. Is it altogether a vain hope that the spiritual

 life may be kept plastic by leaving it hereafter to the free play

 of individual spontaneity ?

 The history of thought enforces the same lesson with re-

 gard to philosophic opinion. Wherever institutions have been

 established on the basis of a prescribed philosophy, the energy

 of the mind in the pursuit of truth has flagged and stagnation

 set in. So long as Aristotle ruled the schools, the human

 mind sat like a caged bird within the bars of his system and

 seemed incapable of further flight. So long as a special kind

 of orthodox opinion was petted in every American college

 and anxiously protected against the intrusion of rival specula-

 tion, the American colleges hardly rose above the level of

 high-schools. It is the influence of the German universities

 that is now setting them free. The principle of the German
 university exactly expresses what we have in mind. The

 German university permits conflicting theories to vindicate
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 their claims within its walls. It has witnessed during the

 present century the rise and fall of a number of metaphysical

 dynasties which have successively occupied the throne of

 philosophy in its midst. But the university committed itself

 to none of these systems, conscious of a larger mission in

 the pursuit of ever widening and extending truth. And this

 is the secret of the commanding influence which it exerts

 throughout the civilized world to-day. The Ethical Society,

 so far as it is an institution devoted to the advancement of

 moral knowledge, adopts the principle of the German univer-

 sity. It is consecrated to the knowledge of the Good, but

 not to any special theory of the Good. All theories are

 welcome in so far as they can aid us the better to know, the

 more precisely to distinguish, right from wrong.

 But an Ethical Society is an institution not for the advance-

 ment of ethical theory only, but also, and pre-eminently, for the

 improvement of ethical practice. And, it may be asked, how

 is this end to be attained, unless an agreement has previously

 been reached with respect to first principles? As some one

 has expressed it, " Men will not act as they ought unless they

 know why they ought." It is necessary to offer them a reason,
 or reasons, for moral conduct. Therefore, an Ethical Society
 without a philosophic or religious basis will necessarily lack

 coherence. Granted that it may subsist for a time on the enthu-

 siasm of its leaders, yet it will crumble to pieces as soon as the

 compelling force of personal influence is withdrawn. Now

 this statement-that men will not act as they ought without

 a reason-is the fundamental objection which meets us at every

 turn. Is it well or ill founded? Certainly, an illiterate man

 of generous impulses may leap into the water to save the life

 of a drowning fellow-being without realizing the theoretical

 grounds on which rests the doctrine of the sanctity of life. A

 good son may perform his filial duties without comprehend-

 ing the moral theory of the parental and filial relations. A

 person who has received timely succor from another may dis-

 play genuine gratitude towards his benefactor without being in

 the least capable of analyzing the somewhat subtle principle
 which underlies the duty of gratitude. And the humblest
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 citizen may lay down his life for his country without under-

 standing the ideal of the state. Men have thought logically

 before ever they were acquainted with the formal rules of

 logic; even children use the syllogism without knowing so

 much as its name. Men admire what is beautiful and are dis-

 pleased with what is ugly and deformed without being able to

 give an account of their preferences, much as men see with-

 out possessing a theory of vision and walk without under-

 standing the mechanism of locomotion. There are certain

 predispositions, founded in the very constitution of the human

 mind, which impel and regulate its functions. These driving

 forces, coming from within, constrain our moral judgments.

 Conduct comes first; the laws of conduct are winnowed from
 experience, are won by reflecting upon the lines of conduct

 which we have actually followed, and comparing them with

 those which we are impelled to approve of. I would not be

 understood as saying that this instinctive morality is the best

 or the highest. I am engaged in refuting the fallacy which
 lies in the assumption that men will not act unless they know

 the reason why.

 It is highly important to discriminate between the inex-

 tinguishable desire on the part of intelligent man to live in

 harmony with himself,-that is, to bring his emotional and

 volitional nature into agreement with his reason, on the one

 hand, and the actual play of the motive forces which govern

 him, on the other. It is one thing to say that, after men have

 acted for a long time and have reached the stage of reflective

 self-consciousness, they will try to borrow from the realm of

 ideas a sufficient reason for accepted rules of action, and an-

 other thing to maintain that men will not act at all unless they
 possess a reason. Nor is it possible to deny that, after these

 reasons have been formulated, they do modify human con-

 duct, though to what extent they do so would be difficult to

 determine. Certain it is that men constantly act in obedience

 to motives, which are often worse, and sometimes fortunately

 better, than the doctrines they profess. Our reasoned-out
 scheme of ethics depends upon first principles,-that is, upon

 ideas with which we seek to bring our volitions into agree-
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 ment. These ideas are imported from the region of specula-

 tion or of science. They are, necessarily, of various types, as
 represented, for instance, in the various systems of religion

 and philosophy, and there is a tendency towards ever-in-

 creasing variation. In regard to them, therefore,-that is, in
 regard to first principles,-it is hopeless to expect agreement.

 But the main readings of the moral force within us, as ex-

 emplified in the preferences of civilized men, are, on the

 whole, in one direction. And we have only to observe these
 readings to collect from them certain secondary principles,

 which will answer as a practical basis for moral union. The

 distinction between primary and secondary principles is vital

 to the Ethical Society. As an example of secondary or
 practical principles, I may mention the Golden Rule, which,

 though it by no means includes the whole of duty, covers a
 vital part of it. Consider the precept that we should act

 towards others as we would have them act towards us.

 Plainly, it may b~e defended on various grounds. The ego-
 tistic hedonist may advise us so to act on grounds of en-
 lightened self-interest. The universalistic hedonist may
 exhort us to carry out the rule in the interest of the general
 happiness. The evolutionist may recommend it on the
 ground that it is the indispensable condition of social order,

 and, therefore, of social progress. The Kantian may enforce
 it because it bears the test of universality and necessity. The

 follower of Schopenhauer may concur in teaching it on grounds

 of sympathy. Is it not evident that the simple rule itself is
 more certain, more safe, more secure, than any of the first

 principles from which it may be deduced ? With respect to

 them, men have differed and will differ. With respect to

 the rule itself, there is practical unanimity. And it is the
 business of the ethical teacher to impress the rule; to lead
 men to obey it, by the contagion of his own earnestness

 and example; to extend the application of it to cases to
 which it has not yet been applied, and thus to refine the
 practice of it.

 As Ethical Societies, we make the accepted norms of moral
 behavior our starting-point and the basis of our union.
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 "Whilst the parties of men," says Locke, " cram their tenets
 down all men's throats whom they can get into their power,
 and will not let truth have fair play in the world, nor men the

 liberty to search after it, what improvement can be expected

 of this kind ? What greater light can be hoped for in the

 moral sciences ? The subject part of mankind, in most places,
 might, instead thereof, with Egyptian bondage expect Egyp-

 tian darkness, were not the candle of the Lord set up by him-
 self in men's minds, which it is impossible for the breath or

 power of man wholly to extinguish." It is to this " candle

 of the Lord set up in men's minds" that we look for illumi-

 nation. It is in the light which it sheds that we would read

 the problems of conduct and teach others to read them. We

 appeal directly to the conscience. But, it may be said, by
 way of criticism, that the utterances of conscience in different

 ages and among different peoples are variable and often con-
 flicting. To which we answer, that we appeal to the con-

 science of the present age and of the civilized portion of

 mankind. Again, it may be said that, even in civilized nations,
 there is no complete agreement in regard to the standard of
 right and wrong. To which we answer that we appeal not
 to the abnormal, but to the normal conscience, as represented
 by the educated, the intelligent, and the good. Once more it
 may be objected that the moral judgment, even of the good,
 is often warped and deflected by the influence of passion and

 self-interest. To which we reply, that different men are apt
 to be tempted on different sides of their nature; that their
 judgment is likely to be correct in cases where their own
 peculiar weaknesses do not come into play, and that, on the
 whole, these deflecting influences mutually neutralize each
 other. There remains as a residue a common deposit of
 moral truth, a common stock of moral judgments, which we
 may call the common conscience. It is upon this common

 conscience that we build. We seek to free the moral life
 from the embarrassments and entanglements in which it has
 been involved by the quibbles of the schools and the mutual
 antagonisms of the sects; to introduce into it an element of
 downrightness and practical earnestnesss; above all, to secure
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 to the modern world, in its struggle with manifold evil, the

 boon of moral unity despite intellectual diversity.

 The contents of the common conscience we would clarify

 and classify, to the end that they may become the conscious

 possession of all classes. And in order to enrich and enlarge

 the conscience, the method we would follow is to begin with

 cases in which the moral judgment is already clear, the moral

 rule already accepted, and to show that the same rule, the

 same judgment, applies to other cases, which, because of their

 greater complexity, are less transparent to the mental eye.

 That cases may arise under this procedure which the simpler

 rules will not fit, and which will compel the expanding and

 recasting of our ethical maxims, is a result as much to be ex-

 pected as desired. For it is in this way that the moral knowl-

 edge of the race will be advanced, and that moral progress

 will be secured without prejudice to moral unity. " Life,"

 says a well-known writer, " is the great antiseptic. The un-

 trammelled action of the moral forces of society sustains its

 integrity as surely as the unhindered flow of a river sustains

 the sweetness of its waters." And not only does the application
 of ethical maxims to life sustain the integrity of morality,

 but it tends, in the manner just described, to the extension of
 its territory, to the reclaiming of those vast waste-lands of

 human conduct, which still remain, at the present day, un-
 moralized. Indeed, the " midwifery" of action in bringing to

 birth the true principles of action may be put forward as the

 cardinal thought of the movement in which we are engaged.

 And here it may be appropriate to introduce a few reflec-
 tions on the relations of moral practice to ethical theory and
 religious belief. To many it will appear that the logic of our

 position must lead us to underestimate the value of philosoph-
 ical and religious doctrines in connection with morality, and

 that, having excluded these from our basis of fellowship, we
 shall inevitably drift into a crude empiricism. I may be per-
 mitted to say that precisely the opposite is at least our aim,

 and that among the objects we propose to ourselves none are
 dearer than the advancement of ethical theory and the up-

 building of religious conviction. Let me attempt to set this
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 matter in a clearer light. Ethics is both a science and an art.

 As a science its business is to explain the facts of the moral life.

 In order, therefore, to improve it as a science, it is necessary

 before all to fix attention on the facts, to collect them, to bring

 them into view, especially the more recondite among them.

 It is necessary to effect in the treatment of the subject a revo-

 lution analogous to that which has taken place in the natural

 sciences ,-namely, instead of beginning with theories and
 descending to facts, to begin with the facts and to test theories

 by their fitness to account for the facts. But the moral facts,

 unlike those with which the natural sciences deal, are not to

 be found in a stable, external order; they are discovered within

 ourselves, they are found in moral experience. Hence, the

 richer our moral experience is, the more likely we shall be to

 possess an adequate inductive basis for our moral generaliza-

 tions. It is not from the solitary thinker who passes his days

 in the closet, apart from the varied life of men, not from the

 metaphysician who has spent the greater part of a lifetime in

 grappling with the fundamental conceptions of space and time,

 of matter and force, that we may expect the truest ethical

 philosophy. Many of the moral systems which have had a

 certain currency in the world plainly suffer from one fatal

 defect,-the shallow moral life of their authors. The super-

 structure of reasoning which they have raised is true to the

 approved rules of mental architecture, but the premises on

 which the whole is founded are narrow and poor. Rather

 will he be fitted to advance ethics as a science who unites

 with the discipline of the trained thinker a profound prac-

 tical insight into the various moral relations, such as is

 gained only by experience. And, on the other hand, since

 the spread of right ethical theories depends quite as much on

 the public which controls as on the author who propounds

 them, it is equally important that the general public shall

 have the facts of the moral life placed within their reach.

 And this again can only be accomplished by leading them
 into the ways of moral experience. Now, the Ethical Society

 sets men doing; it insists on moral action. It thus tends to

 uncover the moral facts, to bring into view the deeper facts
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 previously overlooked. And every addition to the fund of

 facts is in the nature of a provocative to the thinker, calling

 upon him to modify, purify, and to enlarge his theoretical

 conceptions.

 And again, ethics is an art. As such its office is to offer

 suggestions for the practical improvement of conduct. But

 will these suggestions be forthcoming unless the likelihood

 exists that they will be appreciated? Will there be a supply

 unless there be a demand? The purpose of the ethical move-

 ment is to create such a demand, to collect into societies men

 who, being desirous of improving conduct, feeling deeply the

 need of moral betterment, will by their attitude of expectancy

 call such suggestions forth. Can any one doubt the great in-

 fluence which the industrial arts have had upon the promotion

 of knowledge? Can any one question that the desire to

 utilize electricity for practical purposes has had the effect of

 attracting eminent minds to the scientific investigation of

 electricity, with fruitful results, to the understanding of the
 subject on its purely theoretical side ? Can any doubt that

 chemistry as a science has gained by the solicitations which

 have come to it from the textile and other industries? Or

 will any one deny that the fine arts attain their highest splen-

 dor when the artist is sure of a public prepared to expect

 and ready to appreciate the best he can do? When men

 are bent on having something done, so that it be within the

 compass of human capacity, there usually rise up those who

 will do it for them. The Ethical Society is a society of per-

 sons who are bent on being taught clearer perceptions of

 right and wrong, on being shown how to improve conduct.

 At least, let us hasten to add, the ideal of the society is that

 of a body of men who shall have this bent. Is it vain to hope
 that there will in time arise those who will render them the

 service they require ?

 To recapitulate, we maintain the capital importance of right

 motives, without which morality dwindles into mere legality.

 We impress the truth that the whole value of the deed is in
 the motive which inspires it. We take towards ethical theories

 a twofold attitude: holding it to be the prime duty of every
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 one in his individual capacity to rise to the ever clearer

 apprehension of first principles, but for that very reason ab-

 staining in our collective capacity from laying down any set of

 first principles as binding. We do teach ethical theories in

 our societies and hold ourselves free, each to the best of his

 ability, to defend and recommend his own. But our bond of

 union is not a common doctrine, but a common practice, a

 common understanding as to ways of living. Just as the

 refined and educated are distinguished from the vulgar by

 their manners, these, however, relating chiefly to the externals

 of behavior, so we may hope that the Ethical Society will in

 time come to be distinguished by certain modes of behavior,

 these, however, related to the inmost matters of the soul. It

 is the aim of the Ethical Society to help its members to reach

 this higher moral development, and to this end to bring forth
 institutions in which the better life will be embodied and

 secured. The instrumentalities hitherto employed in further-

 ance of these aims have been chiefly educational,-schools for

 the better mental, moral, and aesthetic training of young chil-

 dren; public lectures on Sundays; the discussion on the plat-

 form and in classes of the principal moral problems, such as
 the right relations of the sexes in and out of marriage, the
 right relations of the social classes to one another, the moral

 side of economic questions, the true ideal of the-state. The

 charitable work of the societies has. been so far prominent as
 to appear in the eyes of some their distinctive feature, and

 the false impression has thus gained ground that the Ethical
 Society exists purely for philanthropic or humanitarian pur-
 poses. But charity, apart from its importance as a social
 duty, has been employed by us chiefly as an educational

 instrument, as a pedagogue unto the higher life, as a plough

 wherewith to make the first incision into hearts hardened by
 selfish and sordid interests, to prepare them for the reception
 of the seed of moral ideas.

 Finally, it remains to speak of the attitude of the Ethical
 Society towards religion. Recent investigations in primitive
 culture have given us glimpses of a time when religion was
 still distinctly unethical. As we follow the line of develop-
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 ment upward, we see that the ethical element is introduced,

 at first as a subordinate factor, that it becomes gradually

 more and more prominent and dominant, and that religious
 conceptions become ever purer and more elevated in propor-
 tion as this moral factor works its leaven into them. It is
 safe to say that every step forward in religion was due to a

 quickening of the moral impulses, that moral progress is the
 condition of religious progress, that the good life is the soil
 out of which the religious life grows. Witness the prophetic
 movement among the Hebrews, the rise of Buddhism, the

 Protestant Reformation! And why may we not add, the
 founding of Christianity itself to our instances, or rather place
 it at the head of the list. The teachings of Jesus, as they

 have been handed down to us, are capable of being condensed

 into the one great lesson,-that it is necessary to live the
 spiritual life in order to understand spiritual truths. The

 truths of religion are chiefly two,-that there is a reality other
 than that of the senses, and that the ultimate reality in things
 is, in a sense, transcending our comprehension, akin to the
 moral nature of men. But how shall we acquaint ourselves
 with this Supersensible. The ladder of science does not reach
 so far. And the utmost stretch of the speculative reason

 cannot attain to more than the abstract postulate of an infinite,
 which, however, is void of the essential attributes of divinity.
 Only the testimony of the moral life can support a vital con-

 viction of this sort. He who is enslaved by his senses will
 be sense-bound even in his thinking. But he who triumphs

 over his passions may realize in himself the impact of a
 spiritual force different in kind from the forces of nature. He
 who having received an injury returns it, obeys a mechanical
 law analogous to that which causes a cannon to recoil or an
 elastic ball to rebound. But he who forgives his enemy
 becomes conscious of a spiritual law to which the mechanical
 interaction of phenomena affords no parallel. Thus, too, he who
 in affliction so far prevails over his will as to assent to the

 loss of personal happiness, and goes on working and striving
 for the general good, ceases to be a mere atom among the
 circling worlds, and becomes aware in his own soul of that
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 public nature in things to which he yields. " Blessed are they

 that mourn: for they shall be comforted;" " I say unto you, love

 your enemies;" " Whosoever looketh on a woman with an

 impure eye hath committed adultery already in his heart."

 Plainly, the precepts of Jesus enforce the truth that the purifi-

 cation of the heart is the condition of spiritual perception.

 " Only the pure in heart shall see." The symbols of religion

 are ciphers of which the key is to be found in moral experi-

 ence. It is in vain you pore over the ciphers unless you

 possess the key. Face answers face as in a mirror, and only

 like can understand like. To understand the message of a

 great religious teacher one must find in his own life experi-

 ences somewhat akin to his. To measure the stature of those

 who stand on the pinnacles of mankind one must rise to an

 eminence in line with theirs, however inferior in height. To

 the children of the world,-that is, to worldly-minded men,-

 what meaning, for instance, can such utterances as these have ?

 " You must become as little children if you would possess the
 kingdom of heaven ;" " You must be willing to lose your life

 to save it;" "If you would be first you must consent to be

 last; if you would be masters you must serve." To the

 worldly-minded such words convey no sense; they are, in fact,

 rank absurdity.

 The Ethical Society is planted outside the churches for

 the reasons detailed above, but it should be regarded by them

 as a friendly ally. All the fruits it may be expected to pro-
 duce,-the better moral training of the young, the clearer

 delineation of the boundaries of right and wrong, the awakened

 sense of responsibility with respect to social problems, the
 wiser methods of fashioning character,-all these the churches
 may adopt and seek to harmonize with their own aims. The

 Ethical Society is friendly to genuine religion anywhere and

 everywhere because it vitalizes religious doctrines by pouring

 into them the content of spiritual meaning.

 And beyond the churches, also, it is fitted to embrace the
 ever-increasing masses of the unchurched, inasmuch as it

 provides for these a resting-place on their journey towards

 the new religious home. Nay, more than that, a movement
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 for moral culture appears to be the indispensable positive con-
 dition of a new avatar of the religious spirit. A new moral
 earnestness must precede the rise of larger religious ideals.
 For the new religious synthesis, which many long for, will not
 be a fabrication, but a growth. It will not steal upon us as a
 thief in the night, or burst upon us as lightning from the sky,
 but will come in time as a result of the gradual moral evolu-
 tion of modern society, as the expression of higher moral
 aspirations, and a response to deeper moral needs.

 FELIX ADLER.

 THE LAW OF RELATIVITY IN ETHICS,

 I.

 IT is the intention of this essay to prove that the validity of

 all the moral laws rests on definite relations and conditions,

 and that the law of relativity-the fundamental law of knowl-

 edge-therefore applies also in the sphere of ethics. It will

 appear in the sequel that this view helps to bring out the

 essential points of the nature of ethical perception and moral
 laws.

 We will begin by inquiring in what sense and with what

 justice we speak of moral laws at all. The term " law" is not

 used here in the same sense as it is employed in natural phi-

 losophy, psychology, or sociology. For it is not the business

 of ethics to point out the rules which are the basis of actual

 human desire and conduct, but those principles and ideals

 which ought to underlie them; the standard to which it must

 submit. That meaning of the word " law," which may be em-

 ployed in philosophical ethics, reminds one of the way the

 word is used in positive law, in theological ethics, and in the

 science of positive morality,-viz., of manners and the principles

 on which public opinion is founded. But philosophical ethics

 is distinguished from these sciences in that it is not dependent

 on any external authority, natural or supernatural. On the
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